59th Annual Workshop on Transportation Law

Sunday, August 2 – Wednesday, August 5, 2020
Capital Hilton
Washington, DC

For over 50 years, the Transportation Research Board’s Legal Resources Group has conducted its Annual Transportation Law Workshops throughout the various cities in the United States. The Law Workshop:

- Provides updates by senior attorneys from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) and other leaders in the field on significant developments in transportation law, regulation and policy over the prior year;
- Presents in-depth sessions by leading subject matter practitioners on significant legal issues in transportation;
- Is a major source of continuing legal education (CLE) credits--nationally for transportation attorneys;
- Provides opportunities to meet Federal, state and local government transportation agency attorneys and private transportation practitioners from around the country;
- Increases the participant’s professional competence;
- Provides regulation updated issued by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

For additional information: Bob Shea at (202) 334-3209, rshea@nas.edu